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The Desktop Console System  
 
Thank you for choosing the Remote Preamp from Universal Audio’s Desktop Console System Series. Universal Audio 
has partnered with original Euphonix founders to design a revolutionary series of DAW “expansion & enhancement” 
products under the Desktop Console System (DCS) family brand. DCS combines UA’s pedigree for sonic excellence 
with the usability/features of professional consoles in a new type of convenient “micro-console” desktop form factor, 
ideal for today’s project/producer studios. The first two products in the DCS series (the Remote Preamp & Monitor 
Master) combine a base station with a DCS-Link™ connected remote that puts every control within direct proximity 
to the user in a convenient remote format. 
 
DCS Remote Preamp 
 
The DCS Remote Preamp combines two console-grade mic-pres, specialized monitoring capabilities for artist & 
engineer, and easy remote control/DAW integration making an ideal upgrade to the basic features/sonics found in 
most audio interfaces. With 100% digital control of analog, the Remote Preamp offers fully remote-controllable, 
highly detailed, uncolored recording based on its advanced transimpedance design. The two channels of the DCS 
Remote Preamp can be used dual mono or can be joined for stepped, matched-stereo gain structuring. Plus a 
Mid/Side encoder is included, allowing for direct recording of the MS-Stereo result. 
 
The Remote Pre also features a high-quality headphone amp with “monitoring only” effects such as user-tailored 
reverb and EQ, making it easy to quickly create an artist monitor mix without having to deal with complex 
configuration or latency issues inside the DAW. Best of all, the remote control can be placed anywhere from desktop 
to recording room, giving the artist flexibility unlike any other device in its class. Position the preamp as close to the 
source as desired, or remotely control your own recording experience away from the computer as you keep the remote 
close at hand. Lastly, the DCS Remote Preamp offers high quality backlit VU metering for observing Preamp Output 
or DAW/Cue levels. 
 
Features 
 

• Two channel, stereo linkable, console grade transimpedance mic preamp/DI 
 

• Mono, A+B, Stereo or Mid/Side recording 
 

• Monitoring features such as high quality headphone amp, Reverb and EQ 
 

• DCS-Link™ - 100% digitally controlled analog signal path via (CAT-5) interconnect 
 

• Remote design allows up to 300’ distances from preamp for large or multi-room setups 
 

 

In addition to the DCS Remote Preamp, Universal Audio has released reproductions of the classic Teletronix LA-2A 
Leveling Amplifier and 1176LN Limiter as well as the 610 tube preamp series of products which are based on those 
used in the legendary Bill Putnam custom consoles. Modern tools such as the flagship 4110 & 8110 Precision Class-
A solid-state microphone preamplifiers bring tonal flexibility to the multi-channel mic preamp. Universal Audio also 
creates software emulations of vintage hardware and innovative mixing tools that run on our UAD DSP platform. All 
of these products are designed to meet the demands of the modern recording studio, yet retain the character and 
quality of vintage equipment. See more at www.uaudio.com, including the award winning 6176 channel strip, the 
LA-610 all-tube channel strip, SOLO mic pre series, and 2192 Master Audio Interface A/D and D/A. 
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IMPORTANT SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS 
 

Before using this unit, be sure to carefully read the applicable items of these operating instructions and the safety 
suggestions. Afterwards keep them handy for future reference. Take special care to follow the warnings indicated on 
the unit, as well as in the operating instructions. 
 
1. Water and Moisture – Do not use the unit near any source of water or in excessively moist environments. 
2. Object and Liquid Entry – Care should be taken so that objects do not fall, and liquids are not spilled, into the 

enclosure through openings. 
3. Ventilation – When installing the unit in a rack or any other location, be sure there is adequate ventilation. 

Improper ventilation will cause overheating, and can damage the unit. 
4. Heat – The unit should be situated away from heat sources, or other equipment that produce heat. 
5. Power Sources – The unit should be connected to a power supply only of the type described in the operating 

instructions, or as marked on the unit. 
6. Power Cord Protection – AC power supply cords should be routed so that they are not likely to be walked on or 

pinched by items placed upon or against them. Pay particular attention to cords at plugs, convenience 
receptacles, and the point where they exit from the unit. Never take hold of the plug or cord if your hand is wet. 
Always grasp the plug body when connecting or disconnecting it. 

7. Grounding of the Plug – This unit is equipped with a 3-wire grounding type plug, a plug having a third 
(grounding) pin. This plug will only fit into a grounding-type power outlet. This is a safety feature. If you are 
unable to insert the plug into the outlet, contact your electrician to replace your obsolete outlet. Do not defeat the 
purpose of the grounding-type plug. 

8. Cleaning – The unit should be cleaned only as recommended by the manufacturer. 
9. Nonuse Periods – The AC power supply cord of the unit should be unplugged from the AC outlet when left 

unused for a long period of time. 
10. Damage Requiring Service – The unit should be serviced by a qualified service personnel when:  

a. The AC power supply cord or the plug has been damaged: or 
b. Objects have fallen or liquid has been spilled into the unit; or 
c. The unit has been exposed to rain; or 
d. The unit does not operate normally or exhibits a marked change in performance; or 
e. The unit has been dropped, or the enclosure damaged. 

11.  Servicing – The user should not attempt to service the unit beyond that described in the operating 
instructions. All other servicing should be referred to qualified service personnel. 
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Notice 
 
This manual and the included Quickstart guide and instructional DVD provide general information, preparation for 
use, installation and operating instructions for Universal Audio’s DCS Remote Preamp. 

The information contained in this manual is subject to change without notice. Universal Audio, Inc. makes no 
warranties of any kind with regard to this manual, including, but not limited to, the implied warranties of 
merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose. Universal Audio, Inc. shall not be liable for errors contained 
herein or direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages in connection with the furnishing, 
performance, or use of this material. 

Contents 

This package should contain: 
DCS Remote Preamp Base 
DCS Preamp Remote 
DCS Link™ CAT-5 cable 
IEC Power Cable 
DCS Remote Preamp Manual 
DCS Remote Preamp Quickstart guide with DVD 
DCS Remote Preamp Registration Card 

Warranty 

Warranty for the DCS Remote Preamp and all Universal audio hardware is one year, parts and labor. 

Copyright 
 
© 2007 Universal Audio, Inc. All rights reserved. 

This manual and any associated software, artwork, product designs, and design concepts are subject to copyright 
protection. No part of this document may be reproduced, in any form, without prior written permission of Universal 
Audio, Inc. 

Trademarks 
 
DCS Remote Preamp, DCS:Link, 4110, 8110, LA-2A, 1176LN, 2-610, 6176, LA-610, 4110, 8110, 2192, UAD and 
the Universal Audio, Inc. logo are trademarks of Universal Audio, Inc. Other company and product names mentioned 
herein are trademarks of their respective companies. 
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DCS Remote Preamp Performance Specifications     
     

A Mic, B Mic input type:  XLR balanced, transformer-less 
input impedance:  2 k ohms 
peak input level:  +14dBu RMS sine wave 

  CMR:   >70dB 20Hz to 20kHz  
 
A DI, B DI  input type:  TRS balanced or TS unbalanced, transformer-less 
  input impedance:  4 M ohms balanced, 2 M ohms unbalanced 

peak input level:  +24dBu RMS sine wave 
  CMR:   >60dB 20Hz to 1kHz, >45dB 1kHz to 20kHz 
 
Pre Outputs output type:  TRS balanced or TS unbalanced, transformer-less 

peak output level:  +24dBu balanced, +18dBu unbalanced, RMS sine wave 
(adjustable from 0dBu to +24dBu using GAIN Trim control) 

  output impedance:  200 ohms balanced, 100 ohms unbalanced 
 
A B Stereo Out output type:  TRS stereo, unbalanced, *mono-summable by shorting T-S 

peak output level:  +6dBu/+4dBV RMS sine wave (-10dBV operating level) 
  output impedance:  500 ohms 
 
throughput frequency response:  4Hz to 150kHz, +0/-3dB 
  Mic input noise:  -130dBu EIN, 50 ohms 20Hz to 20kHz, 69 dB gain 
  DI input noise:  -100dBu EIN, 50 ohms 20Hz to 20kHz, 42 dB gain 
  distortion (THD+N):  0.002%, 1kHz, 40dB gain, +14dBu out 
  cross-talk:  -100dB any Mic, DI, Cue Mixer input to Preamp out 

 

Audio Specifications: Cue Mixer          

 
C IN  input type:  TRS x 2, balanced or unbalanced, mono on left 

peak input level:  H: +24dBu, L: +12dBu RMS sine wave (see CFG, pg 7) 
  input impedance:  20 k ohms 
 
CUE IN  input type:  TRS stereo, unbalanced 

peak input level:  +24dBu RMS sine wave 
  input impedance:  20 k ohms 
 
CUE OUT  output type:  TRS stereo, unbalanced, *mono-summable by shorting T-S 

peak output level:  +18dBu sine wave (190mW/channel into 50 ohms) 
  output impedance:  50 ohms 
  drive capability:  2 sets of 25-600 ohm phones (best if both pairs matched) 
 
SPKR OUT  output type:  TRS x 2, balanced or unbalanced, *mono on left 

peak output level:  H: +18dBu, L: +6dBu RMS sine wave (see CFG, pg 7) 
  output impedance:  1k ohms balanced, 500 ohms unbalanced 
 
TALK MIC OUT output type:  TRS balanced or unbalanced 

peak output level:  +6dBu/+4dBV RMS sine wave (-10dBV operating level) 
  output impedance:  250 ohms balanced, 125 ohms unbalanced 
 
throughput frequency response:  8Hz to 60kHz, +0/-3dB, any input to SPKR OUT 

noise: L: -86dBu, H: -76dBu, 20Hz - 20kHz, SPKR OUT, CUE VOL full CW 
  distortion (THD+N):  0.004%, 1kHz, +14dBu output, 20Hz to 20kHz 
  cross-talk:  -100dB any mic, DI, CUE MIXER in to CUE MIXER out 
 
REVERB  sample rate/bit depth: 48 kHz/20-bit 

 

power usage    17 Watts, fixed voltage 
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Remote and Base Overview 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Channel A and B 
Preamp Controls 

GAIN, LO CUT, Phase 
and +48v Phantom for 
mic or DI with lockout 

protection (page 3,8,9) 

A TO CUE and B TO CUE 
Controls monitor levels 

for mics and inst. to 
CUE and SPKR OUTs 

(page 4) 

GAIN Trim 
Controls max pre 

output level (dBu) 
allowing gain range, 

meters and PEAK 
warn/clip light to 

match DAW max input 
level (page 3,9) 

TALK routes panel mic 
audio to CUE OUT 

and/or TALK MIC OUT 
jacks (page 6,7) 

Meter Bridge is 
adjustable for angled or 
flat view (page 11) 

Digital Display and +/- 
keys select REVERB 
presets, adjust EQ and 
0VU level, CUE IN/OUT 
trims and configuration 
settings (page 7) 

CUE > VU Switches VU 
meters from preamp to 
Cue Mix (page 6) 

STEREO, A + B or MS 
set preamps and 
monitoring for stereo, 
MS-stereo, or 2-channel 
blend (page 4) 

REVERB knob blends 
effect with A TO CUE, B 
TO CUE or A & B TO CUE 
(page 5) 

REVERB switch selects 
from 9 presets (page 5) C TO CUE controls 

signal from C IN jacks 
to Cue Mix (page 5,7) 

EQ controls frequency 
selective boost/cut to 
the Cue Mix (page 5) 

CUE VOL controls output 
to CUE OUT and SPKR 

OUT jacks (page 5) 

SPKR MUTE switches off 
signal to SPKR OUT 

(page 6) 

CUE OUT provides audio 
playback of DAW output 

and preamp output 

CUE IN accepts ¼ stereo 
input from any DAW or 
laptop phones output 

MIC and DI inputs 
accept a wide range of 
inputs-Mic,Line or Hi-Z 

CHAN. A and CHAN. B 
balanced preamp 
outputs connect to DAW 
 
Secondary A B Stereo 
unbalanced preamp 
outputs allow mic 
splits or feeds to amps, 
tuners, additional 
effects, etc. (Page 2,9) 
 
Outputs automatically 
reset to +18 if unbal. 
Cable is detected (page 
4) 

DCS:link hot-pluggable 
jack connects base 

with remote using any 
CAT-5 cable up to 300 

ft. 
  

LED indicates 
connection status 

(page 7) 

IEC Power  
Warning: unit operates 

under fixed voltage and 
will be damaged using 

improper input voltage! 
(page 7) 

 

TALK MIC OUT provides 
continuous or switched  

output (page 6) 

SPKR OUT speaker 
connection for secondary 

DAW monitoring 

C IN adds additional 
aux. stereo input or bal. 

Cue In  (page 2,7) 

CUE IN MUTE cuts 
signal from CUE IN jack 
to the Cue Mix (page 6) 
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Preamp Operation Instructions (Channel A & Channel B)    
   
DI        Switches the Preamp source to the DI inputs for use with electric guitars, basses, other electrified  
             instruments or line-level signals from keyboards or effects processors. Turning on the DI switch  
             will turn off the +48V switch.  
  
             [see APPLICATION NOTES: Preamps & Connecting balanced line levels to DI inputs] 
 
+48  Switches "phantom power" to the Mic Input XLR jacks. Mic power is slowly ramped on and off, as 

indicated by the digital display to prevent loud audio transients. Turning on the +48V switch will turn off 
the DI switch.   

 
GAIN  Controls the Preamp GAIN through 60 steps of 1dB when the Mic input is selected and 43 steps of 1dB 

when the DI input is selected. While turning the knob, the digital display shows the amount of GAIN 
applied between the Preamp input and output jacks. Mic GAIN range is +10dB to +69dB for the highest 
GAIN Trim setting (+24 dBu) and -14 to +45dB for the lowest GAIN Trim setting (0 dBu). DI GAIN range is 
0 to +42dB for the highest GAIN Trim setting, and -24 to +18 for the lowest GAIN Trim setting.  

 
  Note: When listening closely, it may be possible to hear low-level audio switching as the Preamp steps 

through its 1dB GAIN settings. Therefore it is not advisable to adjust GAIN settings while recording. 

 
dB (& Lock)  Switches on the digital display to show the Preamp GAIN continuously. Holding the dB switch for 2 

seconds turns on or off the red Lock LED.  The Lock function prevents accidental alteration of GAIN and 6 
Preamp switches during live recordings or performances. 

 
Phase  Inverts the Phase (polarity) of the Preamp channel (Mic or DI). When MS-STEREO is activated, inverting 

the phase of either Channel A or Channel B Preamp causes the left-right stereo image to be reversed.   
 
  [see APPLICATION NOTES: Phase Inversion & MS-STEREO] 
 
LO CUT  Switches the LO CUT filter on or off at 3 frequencies: 30Hz, 70Hz, or by pressing both simultaneously for 

100Hz.  Audio response is -3dB at the selected filter frequency with -18dB per octave roll off. For 
example, the 100Hz filter attenuates 100Hz by 3 dB, 50Hz by 21dB and 25Hz by 39dB.  The filters are 
uniquely designed to prevent low-frequencies from overloading the Preamp before filtering occurs. 
 
[see APPLICATION NOTES: LO CUT Filtering] 
 

 
GAIN Trim  Controls the GAIN Trim setting for the Preamp Channels on the digital display. The -/+ keys blink, while 

the red PEAK LED's light to prompt calibration of the maximum audio level sent from the Pre Output jacks 
before clipping occurs (dBu sine wave). GAIN Trim is controlled in 1dB steps from 0dBu to +24dBu. The 
displayed dBu value should be set to match the "maximum input level" on the recording interface. GAIN 
Trim  does not affect Preamp audio levels sent to the Cue Mixer or to the A/B Stereo output. The GAIN 
Trim switch will turn itself off 1 minute after it is no longer being adjusted. 

 
The Preamp is designed to optimize signal-to-noise ratio and headroom relative to the GAIN Trim level. If 
set correctly, the maximum output level of the Preamp will match the maximum input level of the 
downstream workstation, recorder, or mixer. This frees up the user to set and maintain levels in Remote 
Preamp Controller locations where it is difficult or impossible to read meters or clip LEDs on the 
downstream device. 
 
[see APPLICATION NOTES: Matching Pre Outputs to DAW Inputs, which provides max input levels of many 
popular interfaces] 

 
PEAK LEDs  The red PEAK LED indicates that the Preamp has reached or exceeded preamp's maximum output level  
  set by the GAIN Trim control. The yellow PEAK LED indicates a warning that the Preamp signal is  
  approaching the GAIN Trim max dBu level. The Preamp signal does not clip or distort when only a yellow  
  warn LED is lit. Hold the GAIN Trim switch 1 second to set the PEAK warn LED’s threshold.  This level is  
  adjustable from 0 to -12 dB below the GAIN Trim max dBu level in 1dB steps.  
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2-Channel Operation (Preamp + Cue Mixer) 
 
STEREO  Switches the Channel A Preamp GAIN knob to control the Channel B Preamp GAIN by the same dB 

amount.  The Channel B Preamp GAIN knob becomes disabled until STEREO is switched off.  When 
STEREO is switched off, the Channel B Preamp GAIN knob becomes active again. 

 
  In the Cue Mixer, the STEREO switch causes the A TO CUE knob to control the B TO CUE level in the same 

manner as the Preamp GAIN (see above). The Channel A Preamp feeds the left REVERB inputs and Cue 
Mixer outputs and the Channel B Preamp feeds the right.  

 
MS-STEREO  Switches the Preamp and Cue Mixer to operate in MS-STEREO mode ("MS" is short for Middle-Side) by 

turning on the STEREO and A+B switches simultaneously. The Preamp GAIN controls operate 
independently with Channel A GAIN setting the Middle mic level and Channel B GAIN setting the Side mic 
level. The A TO CUE knob controls the MS-STEREO level to the Cue Mixer while the B TO CUE knob is 
disabled (in the same manner as in STEREO mode - see above). 

 
  To properly utilize MS-STEREO feature: Use a cardioid mic pointed at the source and a figure-8 mic 

positioned perpendicular to the source. The icons above the GAIN knobs remind the user to connect the 
cardioid mic to Channel A, and the figure-8 mic to Channel B, and to orient the figure-8 mic with the 
positive side pointing left (from the microphone's perspective). The result of recording with the  MS- 
STEREO feature is a complete stereo signal already “decoded” and ready to use. 

   
  [see APPLICATION NOTES: MS-STEREO] 
 
A+B  Mixes the Channel A Preamp and Channel B Preamp signals down to one mono signal according to their 

GAIN settings. The A+B signal is sent to Channel A Pre Output. 
 
  The A TO CUE knob controls the level of the mono mixed A+B signal to the Cue Mixer while the B TO CUE 

knob is disabled (in the same manner as in STEREO mode - see above).  
  

Acoustic/Electric Instruments: Mic the instrument with the Channel A Preamp, and at the same time, 
connect the instrument's pickup or transducer output to the Channel B Preamp DI input. Switch on A+B 
and adjust A GAIN and B GAIN to blend the mic with the pickup. Try Phase inverting the pickup channel 
if the blended sound is unsatisfactory. 

 
Double-Mic Technique: Place one mic close to the source (like a guitar amp speaker), and place a 
second mic at a distance to pick up room ambiance. Switch on A+B and adjust A GAIN and B GAIN until 
the desired close/ambient blend is achieved. Try Phase inverting the distant mic channel if the combined 
sound is unsatisfactory. 

 
 

Cue Mixer & VU Meter Operation 
 
A TO CUE        
B TO CUE  When STEREO is turned off, the A TO CUE knob controls the monitoring level of the Channel A Preamp 

audio sent to the REVERB inputs and Cue Mixer outputs in equal amounts to both left and right channels 
(mono, panned center).  The B TO CUE knob behaves the same for the Channel B Preamp.  The knobs 
control the Preamp levels to the Cue Mixer through 63 steps of 1dB. When turned to the OFF position, the 
Preamp audio feeds to the Cue Mixer are muted. When STEREO is turned on, the A TO CUE knob controls 
the amount of Channel A Preamp audio sent to the REVERB and Cue Mixer left channel AND the level 
Channel B Preamp audio sent to the REVERB and Cue Mixer right channel.  The B TO CUE knob becomes 
disabled until STEREO is switched off (see STEREO above).  

              
             It might be necessary to mute the track you are recording onto in your DAW, otherwise, you will be hearing                     
             yourself twice (once through the Remote Preamp's monitoring path, and again through your DAW's  
             software monitoring). 
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C TO CUE  Controls the C IN mono or stereo line level to the Cue Mixer outputs through 63 steps of 1dB. When turned 

to the OFF position, the C IN audio feed to the Cue Mixer is muted (see "Configuring the Remote Preamp" 
to switch the C IN between Lo and Hi operating levels). 

 
REVERB  The REVERB knob blends the selected Room, Hall or Plate effect with the A TO CUE and B TO CUE feeds to 

the Cue Mixer outputs - no REVERB is applied to Pre Outputs. The REVERB amount is shown in the digital 
display as the knob is turned. When turned to the OFF position the REVERB is muted. When turned up to 
100, the selected A TO CUE and B TO CUE knobs feed the Cue Mix outputs with 100% REVERB and 0% 
dry signal. 

 
  Turn on the REVERB switch to select from the menu of 9 presets shown below - using the -/+ keys to 

place the name of the desired REVERB in the digital display.  The REVERB switch will turn itself off after 
no selection has been made for 1 minute. 

 
  REVERB PRESETS          

St.1 Studio Room Reverb (small) 
St.2 Studio Room Reverb (medium) 
St.3 Studio Room Reverb (large) 
Co.1 Concert Hall Reverb (bright) 
Co.2 Concert Hall Reverb (dark) 
PL.1 Plate Reverb (large) 
PL.2 Plate Reverb (med) 
PL.3 Plate Reverb (small) 
St.C Studio Room Reverb (medium) with Chorus 

 
  Hold the REVERB switch 2 seconds to begin cycling the REVERB source between Preamp Channel A only, 

Preamp Channel B only, or both A & B as indicated by the LEDs next to the REVERB knob. The REVERB 
source will continue to cycle as long as the switch is held. These LEDs only light when the REVERB knob 
is turned up past the OFF position to indicate which Preamp channel is being sent to the REVERB.  Note 
that when STEREO is turned on, the REVERB is sourced from A & B. 

 
Note: While the Remote Preamp’s REVERB is intended for monitoring only, some users may wish to record 
with the onboard effects. Therefore, the Remote Preamp provides two separate paths for the Pre Outputs, 
direct and monitor, so that two needs may be satisfied with minimum complexity. 

 
In addition, the Remote Preamp offers two other ways of adding REVERB to the performer's self-monitor 
mix without affecting the performer's Pre Outputs to the recorder or mixer: 
• REVERB knob is turned up to 100%, CUE IN contains dry self-monitor as mixed from the workstation 

or mixer, A/B TO CUE knobs add self-REVERB 
• A/B Stereo feeds outboard effect, C IN returns effected signal to monitor mix 

 
EQ  Controls the amount of frequency-selective boost or cut applied to the Cue Mixer outputs in the digital 

display when either the LO EQ or HI EQ switches are turned on. Use the -/+ keys to boost or cut the 
selected LO or HI frequency band. Both bands are specially voiced band-pass filters with the LO EQ fixed 
at 85 Hz, and the HI EQ fixed at 14 kHz. The EQ display will turn off after no adjustment has been made 
for 1 minute. 

 
If EQ is active on either band, the corresponding switch will light.  The EQ may be bypassed at any time 
by pressing the LO and HI switches simultaneously. The EQ affects the MIXER outputs (A TO CUE and B 
TO CUE audio with REVERB, C IN, and CUE IN) but does NOT affect the Pre Outputs. 
 
Vocal Performance: Cut LO-EQ to guard against flat singing without taking the feel out of hard-driving 
rock or pop mixes - essential for inspiring vocalists. Or similarly, cut HI-EQ for sharp singers.  
 
Compensate Mixes, Headphones or Monitors: Boost HI-EQ to brighten dull mixes without adding 
harshness. Cut HI-EQ to soften brightness or harshness of headphones or monitors to reduce ear-fatigue 
without loosing "musicality". Boost LO-EQ to add "punch" to the mix without adding muddiness. 

 
CUE VOL  Controls the Cue Mixer output volume sent to the CUE OUT/Phones jack and the SPKR OUT jacks through 

63 steps of 1dB. When turned to the OFF position, all Cue Mixer audio is muted. 
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Cue Clip  The red Cue Clip LED lights whenever the Cue Mixer is overloaded.  Clipping may eliminated by: 

• turning down A TO CUE, B TO CUE, or C TO CUE knobs 
• changing C IN configuration from L to H operating level 
• turning down frequency-selective boost in the EQ 
• trimming down the CUE IN level 
• turning down the CUE VOL knob 
 
NOTE: It is possible for the Preamp channels to be clipping but not overloading the Cue Mixer because the 
A or B TO CUE knob is turned down. It is also possible for the Preamp to be operating normally but 
clipping the Cue Mixer because the A or B TO CUE knob is turned up too high or there is too much EQ 
boosting Preamp audio through the Cue Mixer. 
 

CUE IN MUTE  Switches off the CUE IN audio to the Cue Mixer outputs. Hold the switch 2 seconds  
[Hold to Trim]  to display the TRIM level of the CUE IN audio on the digital display. Use the -/+ keys to set the TRIM 

amount through 4 gain levels [-6,0,6,12 dB]. The CUE IN trim display will turn itself off after no 
adjustment has been made for 1 minute. 

 
SPKR MUTE  SPKR MUTE switches off audio to the SPKR OUT jack(s).  This switch may affect the CUE 
[Hold to Trim]  OUT/Phones jack in one of 3 ways depending on configuration (see "Configuring the Remote Preamp" 

below). 
• CUE OUT always on - ignores SPKR MUTE switch (factory default) 
• CUE OUT mutes with SPKR MUTE switch  
• CUE OUT mutes opposite of SPKR MUTE switch - selects speakers OR phones/alt speakers 

 
Hold the switch 2 seconds to display the TRIM level of the SPKR OUT audio on the digital display. Use the 
-/+ keys to set the TRIM amount between 2 levels (0 and -12). The SPKR OUT TRIM display will turn itself 
off after no adjustment has been made for 1 minute. 
 

TALK   Hold the switch down to talk to the CUE OUT/Phones jack and/or TALK MIC OUT jack using the remote 
controller's built-in microphone. The TALK switch may have one of 3 functions depending on 
configuration (see "Configuring the Remote Preamp"). Users may wish to connect the built-in Controller 
mic to equipment such as a recording console listen-back inputs, or off-stage tech paging systems by 
way of the TALK MIC OUT jack on the Base. 

 
  Hold the switch while also pressing the - key to latch TALK on [t.on]. TALK will remain latched until the 

TALK switch is pressed again. 
 
VU meters       
CUE > VU  Turn on to switch the VU meters from indicating Preamp levels to indicating Cue Mixer levels, post-EQ 

and pre-CUE VOL control.  Hold the CUE>VU switch 2 seconds to display the 0 VU setting on the digital 
display. Use the -/+ keys to trim the 0 VU dB level from -3 to -20 in 1dB steps. The O VU display will turn 
itself off after no adjustment has been made for 1 minute. 

 
When CUE>VU is switched off, the 0 VU value indicates the signal level required to zero the meters, 
relative to the maximum preamp output set by the GAIN Trim control.  For example, if GAIN Trim is set to 
+18dBu and 0 VU is set to -14, a +4dBu sine wave will zero the meters. When CUE>VU is switched on 
(meters follow the Cue Mixer levels), the 0 VU setting displays the dB level required to zero the meters 
relative to the maximum output level of the SPKR OUT jacks with the CUE VOL knob set to 0. When SPKR 
OUT is configured for Hi operating level the maximum output is +18dBu, when configured for Lo 
operating level the maximum output is +6dBu (+4dBV). Therefore, setting 0 VU to -14 will zero the 
meters at +4dBu for the Hi configuration and at -8dBu (-10dBV) for the Lo configuration when CUE>VU 
is switched on. 

 
Use the VU meters in conjunction with the PEAK warn and clip LEDs to get a complete picture of how the 
sound source levels are fluctuating. VU's usually provide better indication than LED peak meters of the 
audible signal volume, while PEAK (peak) LEDs monitor available headroom.  
 

  The meters are factory calibrated by sending a +4dBu signal to the DI input and setting the Preamp gain 
to 0 dB.  With GAIN Trim (maximum preamp output level) set to +18dBu and 0 VU set to -14, the trim-
pots on the back of the meter bridge are adjusted until the needles are zeroed.  This procedure may be 
reproduced any time there is concern the meters may have lost calibration. 
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Configuring the Remote Preamp       
  
CFG (ConFiGure) Press the -/+ keys simultaneously to enter the configuration menu (CFG). Use the - key to scroll through 

the menu items (shown below). When the desired menu item is reached, use the + key to scroll through 
the available settings (shown below next to each menu item). Press the -/+ keys simultaneously again to 
cancel the CFG menu. The CFG display will turn itself off after no adjustment has been made for 1 
minute. 

 
  Menu item   Settings        
 
  C IN operating level  c.H* Hi level (+4dBu nominal) 
                      c.L Lo level (-10dBV nominal) 
 

  TALK mic level                              tL._ Press + key to cycle mic levels in 3dB steps (3* is default, 1 
is softest, 5 is loudest) 

 
  TALK mode                                    t.Ph* talk to Phones, TALK MIC OUT will always be active although 

the mic volume tracks the level of the CUE VOL knob 
                                                       t.JS talk to TALK MIC OUT Jack, Switched - NO talk to phones 
                                     t.JA talk switch disabled, TALK MIC OUT Jack Always on 
 
  Phones mute mode  Ph.A* CUE OUT Always on (ignores SPKR MUTE) 
      Ph.F CUE OUT mute Follows SPKR MUTE switch 
      Ph.O CUE OUT mutes Opposite of SPKR MUTE switch 

  
*The first settings in the menus above are factory CFG defaults, other default settings reset as shown 
below: 

  
rSt (reset)  Hold the -/+ keys simultaneously for 2 seconds to reset the Remote Preamp to the factory default CFG 

settings. This reverts the following controls: GAIN Trim: +18dBu, -4dB warning, 0 VU: -14dB from 
maximum preamp output, REVERB: St.2 preset, sends from A and B enabled, EQ: LO and HI bands 
zeroed, CUE IN TRIM: 0, SPKR OUT TRIM: -12 

 
 
DCS:linkTM connection between Controller and Base    
  
Any standard CAT-5, CAT-5e or CAT-6 (Ethernet) cable may be used at any length up to 300ft/100meters. The 
cable may be hot-plugged into either Controller or Base at any time with power turned on or off. The green LED next 
to the DCS:link jack lights continuously when the Controller and Base are functioning properly. The LED blinks when 
the DCS:link is unconnected or not functioning properly. 
 
 
Powering the Remote Preamp        

  
Simply connect your IEC power cable to an AC electrical outlet. The DCS remote Preamp has no power switch. The 
orange LED on the Base Logo Panel lights to indicate the Base is receiving AC power. The Base provides power to the 
Remote through the DCS:link cable.  
 
WARNING! The DCS Remote Preamp operates under a fixed voltage and may be damaged by incorrect input 
voltage! Depending on in what country your DCS Remote Preamp was purchased, it may be rated for 100V, 120V or 
240V  input. Use the DCS Remote Preamp only under power conditions from the region in which you purchased the 
unit. Check underside of remote Preamp Base to check input voltage. Replace the fuse with the same type only. 
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Application Notes 
 
The DCS Transimpedance Preamp 
 
For applications requiring transparent amplification of microphones and Instruments, the preamps' transimpedance 
circuitry ensures the highest possible quality of signal transfer from input to output. The Remote Preamp is designed 
for use with hi-definition digital recording systems operating at 24-bits and 44.1K, 48K, 96K or 192K sample rates, 
or sound reinforcement systems requiring extremely high audio fidelity and dynamic range. 
 
The term 'transimpedance' refers to transistor configurations employing current-feedback to provide gain and 
distortion immunity without the loss of sonic detail or musicality.  
The Remote Preamp's wide-bandwidth design allows audio from 4Hz to 150kHz to pass through the preamp 
without altering the phase relationships between fundamental frequencies and overtones. Noise and distortion are 
kept to near-theoretical minimums so critical signals may be generously amplified without degrading the quality or 
character of the sound source. Zero-Coloration Preamps are especially useful for capturing the sound source with its 
original qualities and character so that later processing may occur with maximum flexibility. There are no 
transformers, tubes, compressors, or limiters in the preamp signal path - all technologies that provide useful 
benefits, but may of course add permanent audio coloration. For may users, the useful characteristics of these 
devices are preferred at the mix stage—and are commonly implemented using DSP processors and plug-ins with 
excellent (and reverse-able) results, such as those found on Universal Audio’s UAD plug-in platform. 
 
Amplification of Voice and Acoustic Instruments 
 
Amplification of voice and acoustic Instruments often requires precise signal handling with meticulous attention to 
detail, definition and accuracy. Applications such as classical or jazz recording and reinforcement demand faithful 
transfer of performances exactly as they happen - without coloration, processing, noise or distortion. The DCS 
transimpedance preamps are ideal for use in these applications. 
 
Direct Instrument (DI) 
 
Pickups and acoustic transducers require connection to high-impedance (high-Z) inputs to maximize transfer of 
signal and high frequencies from the Instrument. The DCS DIs provide extremely high impedance (4 Meg-ohms 
balanced, 2 Meg-ohms unbalanced) and transformer-less coupling of signals to the preamps through high-voltage, 
Class-A, discrete-transistor electronics. 
In general, the higher the DI input impedance, the better the device is for passing high frequencies, harmonics and 
overtones. In some situations, sound quality may be improved by inserting a high quality instrument (DI) preamp 
between the instrument and processing device or stage amp. Conveniently, the Remote Preamp provides a 
secondary low-level (-10dBV) output from the A/B Stereo jack for such uses. 
 
Connecting balanced line levels to DI inputs 
 
Many professional keyboard instruments or instrument processors provide balanced line-level outputs and should be 
connected accordingly for best performance. The Remote Preamp DI input connectors accept balanced TRS cables 
for this purpose. When the DI switch is turned on, the preamp automatically changes gain ranging to accommodate 
signals sent from these devices. In cases where users wish to feed professional line levels to recorders or mixers with 
low-level RCA inputs (or even guitar amps), the Remote Preamp provides the flexibility to reduce signal levels when 
necessary. Dial down the GAIN and set GAIN Trim to a low level. 
 
Devices like keyboards, guitar processors, and stomp boxes with unbalanced outputs may be adapted for use with 
balanced recorder and mixer microphone inputs, and long cable runs, using the Remote Preamp. The preamp allows 
gain, phase, filtering to be set for optimum results; and provides balanced outputs for long-haul connection to 
recorder or mixer microphone inputs with a "TRS to XLR" cable or snake. 
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Matching Pre Outputs to DAW inputs 
 
The GAIN Trim feature is uniquely designed to allow users to match the DCS Remote Preamp's outputs to the inputs 
of a wide range of DAW audio interfaces. When a typical outboard preamp is used with a DAW, the user must 
carefully watch the on-screen meters while adjusting preamp gain in order to get the signal hot enough for best A/D 
conversion while making sure it's not clipping the DAW's maximum input or 0dBFS. This is difficult to do if the user is 
trying to set the preamp gain from a remote location where the on-screen meters can't easily be seen. In many cases 
a typical preamp's gain and trim may be set so that the preamp clips before the DAW input which results in an 
unwanted clipped recording. Or the opposite case may occur when a hi-output preamp has to have it's gain backed 
way down to avoid clipping the input of a USB or FireWire interface - resulting in a recording that has more preamp 
noise buried in the recorded signal. 
 
Correctly setting the GAIN Trim will eliminate both of the common problems mentioned above. Look up the max input 
level (dBu RMS) of the audio interface and set the GAIN Trim to the same max dBu number. Once this is done, the 
user may adjust preamp gain without needing to see the on-screen meters while knowing the gain structure is 
optimized to get the best signal quality out of the preamp and the DAW audio interface. 
 
The DCS Remote Preamp is similar to audio interface A/D converters in that the signal quality gets better as it nears 
the maximum output level - at which point it clips. GAIN Trim provides a simple method to help users to match the 
max preamp output level (peak clip) to the DAW max input level (0dBFS clip). The published maximum input levels of 
several popular interfaces are listed below: 
 
Digidesign Mbox (1) +13 dBu   RME Multiface  +3/+13/+19 dBu 
Digidesign Mbox 2  +21 dBu   RME Fireface 800  +2/+13/+19 dBu 
Digidesign 002 & 002R +18 dBu      (switch settings) 
  
        
M-audio Fast Track Pro +4 dBu   E-mu 1820M  +20 dBu  
M-audio Delta 1010 +20 dBu   Tascam US-122  +20 dBu 
M-Audio Delta 66  +14dBu   Tascam FW-1804  +20 dBu 
M-audio Project Mix I/O +10 dBu   Mackie Spike  +22dBu  
M-Audio Audiophile 192 +14.2dBu  
 
MOTU Traveler  +18dBu   Presonus Firepod  +18dBu 
MOTU 828mk2  +18dBu   Presonus Firebox         +18dBu 
MOTUUltraLite  +18dBu 
MOTU 2408mk3  +18dBu 
 
NOTE:  When setting GAIN Trim in the range from 19 to 24 dBu, balanced cabling must be used between the Pre 
Outputs and the downstream device. For settings between 0 and 18 dBu, either balanced or unbalanced cabling 
may be used.  If unbalanced cabling is used with GAIN Trim settings greater than +18, the Preamp will 
automatically detect the fault condition and reset GAIN Trim to +18. When the RP resets the GAIN trim, it will 
flash the peak clip leds and GAIN trim button to let you know GAIN Trim has been reset to +18. 
 
Phase Inversion 
 
The need for preamp phase inversion is best shown by a common example - recording an open-backed guitar 
amplifier with 2 microphones. The first mic is placed close to the front of the amp's speaker. When recording to a 
computer-based system, the wave-form displays an upward peak when the speaker pushes outward (positive) 
sound pressure on the mic. When a second mic is added near the back of the amp, its recorded wave-form shows a 
downward (negative) valley when the speaker pushes forward - from the back of the amp the speaker moves away 
from the mic, creating negative sound pressure. If these 2 signals are mixed (see Remote Preamp A+B mode), the 
positive wave-form from the front mic combines with the negative wave-form from the back mic to result in 
cancellation of much of the amp's sound and a "thinning effect" that is usually disappointing. But, if the phase of 
the amp-back mic signal is inverted, the 2 signals will now combine instead of cancel, and the result will usually be 
pleasing and useful.  Other double-mic applications requiring this method include piano soundboards, drum heads, 
and guitar tops (mics inside and outside soundhole). 
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LO CUT Filtering 
 
A common method for optimizing mixes is to apply low-cut filtering whenever possible. Excessive low frequencies from 
microphones and instruments tend to build up in the mix - combining to create sonic "mud" that masks musical 
detail, overloads or tires the listeners ears, and sucks energy from power amps and speakers. It isn't uncommon to 
notice mix meters dropping down after low-cut filtering is applied - this is a good sign that filtering was necessary. 
After low-frequency mud is filtered, there is often more room in the mix to bring up important musical elements 
resulting in a win-win situation (less mud + more music). Use the guide below to help ensure unwanted low 
frequencies are filtered, and important low frequencies are NOT filtered.  

 
FILTER OUT: vocal "B","P" and other popping sounds; moving-air noise from close-mic'd vocals, drums, guitars and 
outdoor weather; instrument body noise from handling guitars, basses, pianos, saxophones, etc; mic-stand 
vibrations; studio or stage floor vibrations; air-conditioning; electrical hum; unwanted proximity-effect bass boost. 
 
100 Hz: nearly all vocals down to baritone, 2 G's below middle C (98.0 Hz) 
70 Hz: guitar low E (82.4 Hz), guitar dropped D or bass vocals, 2 D's below middle C (73.4 Hz) 
30 Hz: 4-string bass low E (41.2 Hz), 5-string bass low B, 4 B's below middle C  (30.9 Hz) 
 
MS-STEREO 
 
The MS-STEREO technique uses a high quality cardioid or omnidirectional mono microphone to record in stereo with 
the help of a figure-8 mic. MS-STEREO avoids three common problems with XY or spaced-pair stereo methods when 
used on critical sources like lead vocals, acoustic guitar, or piano. First, microphones perform best on-axis (pointing 
directly at the source). But XY or spaced pairs require pointing mics off-axis (away from the source) to achieve a 
stereo image. Second, XY or spaced pairs work best when the characteristics of two mics are precisely matched - a 
difficult and expensive proposition when seeking a match for your best vintage studio mic. And finally, when mono 
compatibility is required, XY or spaced pair stereo methods are often avoided because when the left and right 
channels are summed in the mix, the mono result is often disappointing - the sum of two off-axis mics. 
 
MS-STEREO works by feeding the middle mic (cardioid or omni) to left and right channels in equal amounts, then 
mixing the side mic (figure-8 positive) with the left, and mixing the phase-inverted side mic (figure-8 negative) with 
the right. Because the side mic is out of phase in left and right channels, it may be completely canceled in the mix by 
summing left and right channels. The mono result is middle mic only. 
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Historical Notes 
Bill Putnam Sr. was awarded the 2000 Technical Grammy for his multiple contributions to the recording industry.  He 
was highly regarded as a recording engineer, studio designer/operator and inventor. Putnam was considered a 
favorite of musical icons including Frank Sinatra, Nat King Cole, Ray Charles, Duke Ellington, Ella Fitzgerald and 
many, many more.  The studios he designed and operated were known for their sound and were an experimentation 
ground for his continuing desire to push the envelope.  Universal Recording in Chicago, United and Western in Los 
Angeles (now Ocean Way and Cello) all preserve elements of his room designs.  
 
The companies Putnam started, Universal Audio, Studio Electronics, and UREI, built products that are still in regular 
use decades after their development.   
 
In 1999 Bill Jr. and James Putnam re-launched Universal Audio and merged with Kind of Loud technologies – a 
leading audio software company – with two goals: Reproduce classic analog recording equipment designed by their 
father and his colleagues, research and design new recording tools in the spirit of vintage analog technology. Today 
Universal Audio is fulfilling that goal, bridging the worlds of vintage analog and DSP technology in a creative 
atmosphere where musicians, audio engineers, analog designers and DSP engineers intermingle and exchange 
ideas every day. Analog or digital, UA remains committed to the “hand assembled” ideal that has been forgotten by 
many audio manufacturers. Whatever the endeavor, every project taken on by the UA team is driven by its historical 
roots and a desire to wed classic analog technology with the demands of the modern digital studio. 
 
The 610 Preamp 
 
The 2-610 was inspired by the Putnam-designed 610 console built in 1960 for his United Recording facility at 6050 
Sunset Boulevard in Hollywood (now Ocean Way). As was the case with most of Putnam’s innovations, the 610 was 
the pragmatic upshot of a recurring problem in the studio: how to fix a console without interrupting a session. The 
traditional console of the time was a one-piece control surface with all components connected via patch cords.  If a 
problem occurred, the session came to a halt while the console was dismantled. Putnam’s solution was to build a 
mic-pre with gain control, echo send and adjustable EQ on one modular chassis using a printed circuit board. While 
modular consoles are commonplace today, the 610 was quite a breakthrough at the time.  
 
While the 610 was designed for practical reasons, it was aesthetic appeal that made it popular with the recording 
artists who frequented United and Western in the 60’s. The character of the mic-pre in particular made it favorite of 
engineers like Bruce Swedien, Bruce Botnick, Lee Hershberg and Jack Joseph Puig; and artists including Sarah 
Vaughan, Frank Sinatra, Ray Charles, and The Beach Boys. Swedien describes the character of the preamp as 
“clear and open” and “very musical”.  
 
Studios 2 and 3 at Western, which featured the 610 console, were the site of many classic recordings of the 60’s, 
including the Mamas and the Papas (Bones Howe), Up, Up and Away by the Fifth Dimension, Herb Alpert, Sergio 
Mendes (Bruce Botnick), and of course Pet Sounds. 
 
Legendary engineer Wally Heider, manager of remote recording at United, used his 610 console to record many live 
recordings including Peter, Paul and Mary “In Concert” (1964), Wes Montgomery’s “Full House” (1962), and all of 
the Smothers Brothers Live albums.  Heider’s console was later acquired by Paul McManus in 1987, who spent a 
decade restoring it. [We thank Paul for his efforts and his contribution to our efforts to trace the history of the 610.] 
 
At least one 610 module is still in use at Ocean Way. Allen Sides, who purchased the studio from Putnam to open 
Ocean Way, personally traveled to Hawaii to collect the 610 console that was used to record the live “Hawaii Calls” 
broadcasts. Jack Joseph Puig has been ensconced in Studio A with the 610 (and a stunning collection of vintage 
gear) where he has applied the vintage touch to acts including Beck, Hole, Counting Crows, Goo Goo Dolls, No Doubt, 
Green Day and Jellyfish. 
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The 1176LN Limiting Amplifier and LA-2A Leveling Amplifier  
 
The LA-2A and 1176 compressor/limiters long ago achieved classic status. They're a given in almost any studio in the 
world — relied upon daily by engineers whose styles range from rock to rap, classical to country and everything in 
between. With so many newer products on the market to choose from, it's worth looking at the reasons why these 
classics remain a necessary part of any professional studio's outboard equipment collection. The basic concept of a 
compressor/limiter, is of course, relatively simple. It's a device in which the gain of a circuit is automatically adjusted 
using a predetermined ratio that acts in response to the input signal level.   A compressor/limiter "rides gain" like a 
recording engineer does by hand with the fader of a console: it keeps the volume up during softer sections and brings 
it down when the signal gets louder.  The dynamic processing that occurs at ratios below 10 or 12 to one is generally 
referred to as compression; above that it's known as limiting. Modern day compressors offer a great degree of 
programmability and flexibility while older devices such as the 1176 and the LA-2A are more straightforward in their 
design. Perhaps it is this fact that has contributed to their appealing sound and the longevity of their popularity.  
 
The 1176LN 
The original Universal Audio 1176LN was a major breakthrough in limiter technology – the first true peak limiter with 
all transistor circuitry offering superior performance and a signature sound. Evolved from the popular Universal 
Audio 175 and 176 vacuum tube limiters, the 1176LN retained the proven qualities of these industry leaders, and 
set the standard for all limiters to follow. It was Bill Putnam himself who, in 1966, was responsible for the initial 
design of the 1176. Its circuit was rooted in the 1108 preamplifier, which was also designed by Putnam. As is evident 
from entries and schematics in his design notebook, he experimented with the recently developed Field Effect 
Transistor (F.E.T.) in various configurations to control the gain reduction in the circuit. He began using F.E.T.s as 
voltage variable resistors, in which the resistance between the drain and the source terminals is controlled by a 
voltage applied to the gate.  His greatest challenge was to ensure that distortion was minimized by operating the 
F.E.T.s within a linear region of operation. 
 
After several unsuccessful attempts at using F.E.T.s in gain reduction circuits, Putnam settled upon the 
straightforward approach of using the F.E.T. as the bottom leg in a voltage divider circuit, which is placed ahead of a 
preamp stage.  
 
The output stage of the 1176 is a carefully crafted class A line level amplifier, designed to work with the (then) 
standard load of 600 .  The heart of this stage is the output transformer, whose design and performance is critical. 
Its primary function is to convert the unbalanced nature of the 1176 circuit to a balanced line output, and to provide 
the proper impedance matching to drive the line impedance of 600 . This transformer is critical due to the fact that 
it uses several additional sets of windings to provide feedback, which makes it an integral component in the 
operation of the output amplifier. Putnam spent a great deal of time perfecting the design of this tricky transformer 
and carefully qualified the few vendors capable of producing it. 
 
The first major modification to the 1176 circuit was designed by Brad Plunkett in an effort to reduce noise--hence 
the birth of the 1176LN, whose LN stands for low noise. Numerous design improvements followed, resulting in at least 
13 revisions of the 1176. The D and E 'black-face' LN revisions are widely considered to be the best-sounding models; 
therefore Universal Audio modeled our reissue after these two models. 
 
The LA-2A 
The LA-2A leveling amplifier, a tube unit with hand wired components and three simple controls, was introduced in 
the early 1960s. It utilized a system of electro-luminescent optical gain control that was quite revolutionary; gain 
reduction was controlled by applying the audio voltage to a luminescent driver amplifier, with a second matched 
photoconductive cell used to control the metering section. With its 0 to 40 dB of gain limiting, flat frequency response 
of 0.1 dB from 30-15,000 Hz and a low noise level (better than 70 dB below plus 10 dBm output,) the LA-2A quickly 
became a studio standard. Originally patented by Jim Lawrence, it was produced by Teletronix in Pasadena, 
California, which became a division of Babcock Electronics Corp. in 1965. In 1967 Babcock's broadcast division was 
acquired by Bill Putnam’s company, Studio Electronics Corporation shortly before he changed the company’s name 
to UREI®. Three different versions of the LA-2A were produced under the auspices of these different companies 
before production was discontinued around 1969.  
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Notes 
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